
Application 

Street Naming ~TORONTO 
The Street Naming Application is required for all requests to name or rename a City of Toronto Street or to assign a 

ceremonial name to a City Street. A Street is any existing or proposed public or private street, lane or walkway within 

the boundaries of the City of Toronto. 


Please complete all sections of the Application and provide the required attachments. 

Additional information is available on the City of Toronto's Engineering & Construction Services website. 
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Type of Street Naming 

/ Select the Type of Street Naming being requested (only select one). 

10'Naming or renaming a City Street (For requests to name or rename the legal street name) . 

D Assigning a Ceremonial Name to a Street (Assigning a secondary name to a Street that does not replace the 
legal name and is symbolic). 

If requesting to name or renalJ>e a Street, identify the type and characteristics of the Street 

• 
• 
• 

Is this Street public or private? ifPublic D Privat~ 
Is this Street an existing Street or a new development? xisting D New Development 

Does this Street have an existing name? D Yes o 

Street Name Details 

Identify the location of/or the Street: (e.g. Lane south of College Street extending westerly from 

Huron Street): Lane.. wes-t of G(een \cu.0 /\1Je eK+encl1 AS west 
List the name(s) being proposed: 
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Application 

Street Naming 
Provide the following attachments with the Application for the type of Street Naming being requested: 
For an Application to 
Name a Street on a 
Draft Plan of a 
Subdivision: 

For an Application to 
Name an Unnamed 
Street: 

/ 

For an Application to 
Rename a City Street: 

For an Application to 
Assigning a Ceremonial 
Name to a City Street: 

0 Background 
information on the 
proposed names 

0 A copy of the draft 
plan of a subdivision 

ackground 
information on the 
proposed names 

/ 

~ap or an illustration 
showing street location 
and major intersections 

D Rationale for changing 
the name and sign ificance 
of the proposed name 

0 Relevance of the 
proposed name to the 
Street 

0 A map or an illustration 
showing street location 
and major intersections 

0 Rationale and significance 
of the proposed name 

D Relevance of the proposed 
name to the Street, community 
and City 

0 Rationale for naming the 
street 

D A map or an illustration 
showing street location and 
major intersections 

ISignatureziwruJnaM£. lJJM IDate (yyyy-mm-<ld) 
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Completed Application with the necessary Attachments should be returned to: 

Kerry Ferguson, Senior Ontario Land Surveyor 
City of Toronto, Engineering & Construction Services 
18 Dyas Road, 4th Floor 
Toronto, ON M3B 1V5 
kferguso@toronto.ca 
Fax: 416-392-0081 

IOffice Use Only 

The personal information on this form is collected under the legal authority of the City of Toronto Act, S.O. 2006, 
Chapter 11 , Schedule A, s. 136 (b) & (c) and City Council Decision, EX7.8 on July 7, 2015. The information is 
used to maintain communication with you in the future in regards to your request. Questions about this collection 
can be directed to Senior Ontario Land Surveyor, City ofToronto, Engineering & Construction Services, 18 Dyas 
Road, 4th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M3B 1V5 or by phone at 416-392-7757. 
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Tre Mari Bakery 


The Deleo family opened their first store under the business name Imperial Grocers 
back in 1956. In 1960, Tre Mari Bakery was established with the experience and 
expertise from family members that were professional bakers by trade. From the very 
beginning, the Deleo family were known for assisting recent immigrants to Canada living 
in the area. 

As a young adolescent, Joseph Deleo began to work in his family business and quickly 
proved himself by helping bake fresh bread daily, serving customers and delivering 
groceries to their homes. When not working long hours and learning the bakery trade, 
he enjoyed playing hockey in the rear public laneway alongside his brothers, cousins 
and many friends. In 1981 , Joseph married AnnaMarie and he helped raise their4 sons 
while devoting a significant amount of time to the family business. 

The bakery business demands long hours of attention and hard work including 
weekends and holidays. He was a selfless person that worked hard at everything he 
did. The discipline he learned was evident in his work habits and his determination is 
one of the defining features which resulted in Tre Mari becoming such a success. 
Joseph's entrepreneurial vision, coupled with his excellent customer service and friendly 
hospitality helped contribute to the success and vitality of our dynamic community, with 
Tre Mari Bakery becoming the focal point in the neighbourhood along with a destination 
place for fine Italian products. 

Under Joseph's stewardship, Tre Mari Bakery became one of the first businesses to 
offer a wide range of traditional Italian-Canadian brands which you will still enjoy today 
along with the staples that older generation of Italians have bought for years such as 
Amaretti, Zeppoli, Sfoglia cake. All of which resulted in the bakery being recognized as 
a landmark within the Corso Italia Business Improvement Area. Sadly, unexpectedly 
and most tragically, Joseph passed away on February 5, 2008 at the young age of 54. 
Although, this was the most tragic of times for the Deleo Family, it was a rallying point 
for the anguished family. Joseph's wife and four sons were the catalysts that helped 
spearhead the revitalization , evolution and gentrification of the bakery. 

In order to commemorate Joseph's legacy, we are kindly submitting this petition to 
request the naming of the laneway to "J Deleo Lane" for his many years of 
encouraging, motivation and inspiring innovation as a local business operator whose 
roots were firmly planted in the local community. 


